Robert Monroe and his books
Awakening Discussions
on eye-opening books
Robert Monroe was a successful and distinguished business executive, dedicated family man, and noted
pioneer in the investigation of human consciousness. He also invented Hemi-Sync® and founded The
Monroe Institute®, a worldwide organization dedicated to expanding human potential.

Journeys Out of the Body

In 1958, a successful businessman named Robert Monroe began to have
experiences that drastically altered his life. Unpredictably, and without this
willing it, Monroe found himself leaving his physical body to travel via a "second
body" to locales far removed from the physical and spiritual realities of his life.
He was inhabiting a place unbounded by life or death. His record of these
explorations has comforted millions of people who have experienced
paranormal incidents.

Far Journeys

With his classic and best-selling Journeys Out of the Body, Robert Monroe
introduced readers to his remarkable excursions out-of-body and into outer
consciousness. Now, after more than a decade of in-depth research, he
presents a mesmerizing odyssey that takes you even farther beyond the known
dimensions of the physical universe. With great insight and wit, Monroe offers
new awareness into the untapped resources and limitless possibilities of the
human mind.

Ultimate Journey

In a long awaited sequel, Monroe explores the incredibly rewarding
opportunities that lie beyond the limits of the physical world. He charts the
route that opens to us when we leave our physical lives and takes the reader
with him on an exhilarating journey that expands the limits of human
experience. This is a journey that reveals basic truths about the meaning and
purpose of life - and of what lies beyond. Ultimate Journey is the masterwork
of a daring and original thinker and explorer.

The facilitators of conversation: Natalia Remmy and Jeremy Remmy.
For 20 years Natalia Remmy has been fond of esoteric knowledge and likes to share useful and eye-opening information. She
also practices energy and spiritual healing as a certified practitioner in Matrix Energetics, Therapy of NLP, and Angel Medicine in
addition to teaching healing arts classes. 847-220-4547, Natalia@HealerSchool.com
Jeremy Remmy, LMT – spiritual student for 35 years, applying his expansive experience and knowledge in transformative
healing massage practice, which includes 12 years work in the holistic field (The Way to Optimal Health, Still Water PT& M), by
using many western and eastern massage techniques, also Life Line, Matrix Energetics, NLP, Mastering Alchemy, Angel Healing
and other modalities of energy work. Jeremy.Remmy@gmail.com
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